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Abstract
A large class of commonly used probabilistic
models known as log-linear models are defined
up to a normalization constant.Typical learning
algorithms for such models require solving a sequence of probabilistic inference queries. These
inferences are typically intractable, and are a major bottleneck for learning models with large output spaces. In this paper, we provide a new approach for amortizing the cost of a sequence of
related inference queries, such as the ones arising
during learning. Our technique relies on a surprising connection with algorithms developed in
the past two decades for similarity search in large
data bases. Our approach achieves improved running times with provable approximation guarantees. We show that it performs well both on synthetic data and neural language models with large
output spaces.

1. Introduction
A large class of probabilistic models used in machine learning, physics and statistics are defined up to a normalization constant. This constant, often known as the partition
function, ensures that the model is a valid probability distribution. Models involving a normalization constant include undirected graphical models, such as Markov Random Fields, Conditional Random Fields (Lafferty et al.,
2001), and extremely common special cases such as multinomial logistic regression (softmax) (Koller & Friedman,
2009; Murphy, 2012).
Defining probabilities up to a normalization constant gives
some extra modeling flexibility, however, it comes at a
price. Nearly all inference tasks, including evaluating the
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probability of a state according to the model, require evaluating the partition function. Unfortunately, the problem
is generally intractable in the worst case, with complexity
scaling linearly in the number of states (Roth, 1996). Problems with large output spaces arise naturally in many fields
including NLP and computer vision (Bengio et al., 2006;
Andreas et al., 2015; Devlin et al., 2014), and pose numerous challenges to inference and learning algorithms (Ermon et al., 2013a). Learning the parameters from data, in
particular, typically requires solving a sequence of probabilistic inference queries. This is often a major bottleneck
for learning models with large output spaces.
While sequences of inference queries (arising at learning
time, but also at inference time, after the model has been
trained) are often treated independently and solved separately, they share some common structure. This observation has been exploited before, e.g., in the so-called persistent chains used in training RBMs (Tieleman, 2008), where
a Markov Chain is initialized using samples from a related
model (or training data) to speed up convergence. In this
work, we take an alternative view and propose an new approach to amortize the cost of a sequence of related inference queries (Gershman & Goodman, 2014). Specifically,
the idea is to pay upfront an overhead cost to construct a
special data structure. This data structure will later allow
us to answer inference queries in a much more efficient
way, thus amortizing the initial cost and overall reducing
the total computational cost.
Our technique relies on a surprising connection with algorithms for similarity search in large data bases. These
algorithms have been critical to scale up information retrieval systems in the past two decades, e.g., to efficiently
detect duplicate documents at internet scale (Henzinger,
2006; Manku et al., 2007). In this work, we provide a
novel algorithm to sample from general log-linear models
based on solving a randomly perturbed Maximum Inner
Product Search (MIPS) instance (Shrivastava & Li, 2014).
We show that our approach produces samples with the correct marginals when an exact MIPS method is used, and
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we are able to bound the error induced by an approximate
MIPS solution technique. Crucially, a large literature exists on how to exactly or approximately solve sequences
of MIPS instances very efficiently (in an amortized sense).
One class of approaches are space-partitioning methods
(Ram & Gray, 2012; Koenigstein et al., 2012), similar to kd trees (Friedman & Tukey, 1974). One such advance is a
way to reduce MIPS to Maximum Cosine Similarity Search
(MCSS) (Neyshabur & Srebro, 2015). MCSS can be solved
using Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) techniques such as
the Signed Random Projections hash (Charikar, 2002) or a
Hamming distance LSH on vectors transformed by Signed
Random Projections (Ravichandran et al., 2005). There
is also a recent clustering approach to solve MCSS (Auvolat et al., 2015) which uses spherical k-means (Zhong,
2005). Our framework allows us to leverage all these results to efficiently solve a sequence of related sampling
problems, where for example the parameters of the model
are allowed to change over time (a common situation in
a learning loop). Our approach can leverage any existing
MIPS solution technique as a block-box, and inherits improved running times with provable approximation guarantees. We show that it performs well both on synthetic data
and neural language models with large output spaces.

2.1.1. I NFERENCE AND L EARNING IN L OG - LINEAR
M ODELS
The method presented in this paper provides estimates of
the partition function and samples from the model for different parameter values. This section highlights describes
why these tasks are important.
Evaluating the probability of a state (or some data) in a loglinear models with parameters θ requires computing the
partition function (see equation 2). In general, computing
the partition function requires summing over all possible
states and is known to be computationally intractable in the
worst-case (Koller & Friedman, 2009). In practice, it can
be expensive even if the state space can be enumerated but
is moderately large (millions or billions of possible states).
Another important task is learning. Suppose we have some
data points D = (x1 , . . . , xK ), xi ∈ X , drawn i.i.d. from
some underlying distribution and we wish to find a θ to fit
a generative log-linear model (1) to this data. One common
estimator for θ is the maximum likelihood estimator which
can be written as
θ̂ = argmax Πx∈D Pθ (x)
and found by minimizing the negative log likelihood,
1 X
θ · φ(x) + log(Zθ )
L(θ) = −
|D|

2. Background

(3)

θ

(4)

x∈D

2.1. Log-linear Models
There is a large class of probabilistic models in machine
learning where the probabilities are defined up to a normalization constant known as the partition function. This paper
focuses on inference and sampling in log-linear models.
Log-linear models are very common in machine learning and statistics, and include as special cases multinomial logistic regression, Conditional and Markov Random
fields (Lafferty et al., 2001; Koller & Friedman, 2009; Murphy, 2012). Suppose we wish to assign probabilities to a
set of states X , for instance corresponding to all possible
assignments to a set of variables.
The defining characteristic of log-linear models is that the
log unnormalized probability is a linear combination of a
set of features or sufficient statistics φ : X 7→ Rd . Loglinear models define the following probability distribution:
Pθ (x) = e

θ·φ(x)

Zθ−1

(1)

where θ is a vector of weights. Zθ is a normalization constant known as partition function:
X
Zθ =
eθ·φ(x)
(2)
x∈X

The partition function ensures that Pθ (x) is a valid probability distribution that sums to one.

The negative log likelihood is convex so convex optimization techniques can be used, such as gradient descent.
1 X
φ(x) + Eθ (φ(x))
(5)
∇L(θ) = −
|D|
x∈D

The gradient set to 0 has an intuitive interpretation.
The maximum likelihood estimator for log-linear models
matches the means of the empirical data distribution and
the log-linear model.
Note that the only dependence of the gradient on θ is
through the expectation. Further, this expectation can be
approximated using a Monte Carlo estimate, if we have access to samples from (1).
2.1.2. M ODEL AVERAGING
Model averaging is a Bayesian technique to incorporate uncertainty in the parameters. This provides an application of
inference in log-linear models for various values of θ. In
the model averaging framework, the parameters are a distribution with probability density P (θ) rather than a point
estimate (e.g., a posterior distribution over the parameters
given some data). To perform inference on new data points,
we integrate over the parameters:
Z
P (x) = Pθ (x)P (θ)
(6)
θ
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Since this is an expected value Eθ (Pθ (x)), we can use
Monte Carlo sampling to give an approximation. In particular, we draw samples S from P (θ) and use the estimate
1 X θ·φ(x) −1
e
Zθ
|S|

Pθ (x) ≈

(7)

θ∈S

2.2. Gumbel Variables
Our solution for the reduction of inference and sampling in
log-linear models to MIPS critically relies on properties of
Gumbel random variables. A Gumbel random variable G
(Gumbel & Lieblein, 1954) is a continuous random variable with the cumulative distribution function (CDF),
P (G < x) = exp(− exp(−

x−µ
))
β

(8)

where µ is the location parameter and β is the scale parameter. In this work, we will use µ = 0 and β = 1. We can
produce samples from a Gumbel distribution by sampling
U uniformly from [0, 1] and computing,
G = − log(− log(U ))

(9)

Lemma 2.1. Let {ai }i be a set of coefficients, and {Gi }i
and G be independent Gumbel random variables, then
X
max{ai + Gi } ∼ log(
eai ) + G
(10)
i

(11)

Proof. See (Gumbel & Lieblein, 1954; Papandreou &
Yuille, 2011; Hazan et al., 2013; Maddison et al., 2014)
If ai = θ · xi are the log probabilities in a log-linear model,
Lemma 2.1 can be used for inference. The solution to the
optimization problem in (10) is a Gumbel random variable
with the location shifted by the value of the log partition
function. Therefore, the value of the log partition function
can be estimated with a Monte Carlo estimate. Note that
from (11), the argmax will be a sample from the model.
More precisely, if we index X as {xi }N
i=1 and sample independent Gumbel variables {Gi }N
,
i=1
s = argmax θ · φ(xi ) + Gi
i

Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS) is a standard computational task where we are given a set of vectors V and
a query vector q, and the goal is to find the vector in V
that has the maximum inner product with the query vector
q (Shrivastava & Li, 2014; Ram & Gray, 2012; Shen et al.,
2015). In this work, we reduce sampling and inference in
log-linear models to the MIPS task. More precisely,
Definition 2.1. Given a set of vectors V = {v1 , · · · , vN }
and a query vector q, the MIPS task is to compute
(13)

v∈V

Gumbel variables have recently been used for a number of
probabilistic inference algorithms (Papandreou & Yuille,
2011; Hazan et al., 2013; Maddison et al., 2014; Kim et al.,
2016). These methods all rely on the max-stability of Gumbel random variables and Gumbel processes.

eai
argmax{ai + Gi } ∼ M ultinomial({ P ai })
i
ie

2.3. Maximum Inner Product and Cosine Similarity
Search

argmax q · v

2.2.1. P ROPERTIES OF M AXIMUM OF G UMBELS

i

is a sample from the model (Papandreou & Yuille, 2011),
i.e., s ∼ Pθ (x). For these reasons, Gumbel variables can
be used to reduce inference and sampling problems into
(randomly perturbed) optimization problems. This idea is
closely related to other recent inference techniques based
on random projections (Chakraborty et al., 2013; Ermon
et al., 2014; Zhu & Ermon, 2015; Hadjis & Ermon, 2014;
Achlioptas & Jiang, 2015; Hsu et al., 2016), and will be
one of the key ingredients for our new inference approach.

(12)

A geometric interpretation of this problem is to find the
vector v that has the maximum projection onto a query vector q. This problem has numerous applications, including
webpage duplication detection and image querying, where
V is a set of vectorized web pages or images and q is a
search query or webpage under question (Manku et al.,
2007; Henzinger, 2006; Kulis & Grauman, 2009).
In almost all cases, one is interested in solving a large number of queries for the same set of vectors V . The typical approach is to perform a preprocessing step on V in order to
quickly respond to a series of multiple queries. Thus, the
objective is to minimize the average query time since the
preprocessing time will be amortized for a large enough
number of queries.
Maximum Cosine Similarity Search (MCSS) is very similar to MIPS except that the objective is slightly different.
Definition 2.2. Given a set of vectors V = {v1 , · · · , vN }
and a query vector q, the MCSS task is to compute
argmax
v∈V

q·v
||q||||v||

(14)

where || · || denotes the Euclidean norm.
Note that MCSS is a special case of MIPS if all of the vectors in V are of unit length.
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2.3.1. C ONVERSION OF MIPS TO MCSS
Several recent methods for MIPS rely on a reduction from
MIPS to MCSS. The methods in (Auvolat et al., 2015) and
(Shrivastava & Li, 2015) rely on a particular approximate
reduction of MIPS to MCSS proposed in (Shrivastava & Li,
2015). However, it appears that the reduction presented in
(Bachrach et al., 2014) and used in (Neyshabur & Srebro,
2015) is simpler, faster, and more accurate.
This reduction is summarized here. Because scaling
doesn’t affect the argmax, without loss of generality, let q
be a unit vector and the vectors V be unit length or smaller.
Denote vector concatenation
as (·, ·). Define the transforp
mation: r(v) = (v, 1 − ||v||2 ). Let q 0 = r(q) = (q, 0)
and V 0 = r(V ). q 0 and V 0 are all vectors of unit length
since ||r(v)|| = 1. Finally, the dot product is unchanged:
r(q) · r(v) = q · v. Thus, a solution to the converted MCSS
problem will be a solution to the original MIPS problem.
2.3.2. M ETHODS FOR MIPS AND MCSS
A simple method to solve the MIPS problem is to iterate
through V to find the vector with maximum dot product
with q. The runtime of this method is simply O(N ), where
N = |V |. Note that this naive method is optimal for a single query q since we must examine all vectors in V . However, improvements can be made for the amortized query
time of multiple queries if we perform preprocessing on V .
A number of techniques attempt to optimize the amortized
complexity. These include branch-and-bound techniques
(Ram & Gray, 2012; Koenigstein et al., 2012), which are
similar to k-d trees (Friedman & Tukey, 1974). These were
recently generalized to max kernel search (Curtin et al.,
2013). However, as (Shrivastava & Li, 2014) notes, these
methods suffer from the curse of dimensionality.
There are also several approximate methods that seek to return a vector such that q · v is close to the maximum, but
not necessarily the maximum. Spherical k-means (Zhong,
2005) clusters V in a hierarchical structure as a preprocessing step. To answer queries, the algorithm recurses down
the cluster hierarchy tree to find the element closest to q
(Auvolat et al., 2015). Note that there are parameters in
this model that trade off the runtime and the accuracy.
Another group of methods are based on Locality Sensitive
Hashing (Indyk & Motwani, 1998). These methods require
a family of hash functions where the collision probability
is monotonic in the similarity. The core idea is to create
many hash tables with a concatenation of the hash function
to amplify the collision probability for similar elements but
not for dissimilar ones. One such method for MCSS uses
Signed Random Projections (Charikar, 2002) as the hash
function. This hash function can be thought of as sampling
a random plane that passes through the origin and assigning

0 to one side and 1 to the other. Another method (Ravichandran et al., 2005) transforms the input vectors to binary
vectors using a concatenation of Signed Random Projections, then uses a hamming distance hash on the resulting
transformed vectors. This method benefits from an adaptive technique for a hamming distance hash presented at
the end of Charikar (2002). LSH methods have probabilistic theoretical guarantees for the results of the queries.
Theorem 2.1. Given a set V of size n with a similarity and
a hash family H such that for S1 > S2 and p1 > p2 ,
• If Sim(x, y) ≥ S1 , then Ph∈H [h(x) = h(y)] ≥ p1
• If Sim(x, y) ≤ S2 , then Ph∈H [h(x) = h(y)] ≤ p2
one can construct a data structure which, given any query
q, does the following with probability 1 − δ: if there exists
a S1 -neighbor of q in V , it returns a S2 -neighbor of q in
V . Further, this can be done with O(nρ log(n)) query time
log(p1 )
.
and O(n1+ρ ) space where ρ = log(p
2)
Proof. See (Indyk & Motwani, 1998) and (Shrivastava &
Li, 2014)
Intuitively, this theorem states that if we have a hash function with collision probabilities dependent on similarity, we
can design a data structure that responds to queries in sublinear time. Note that we can vary the difference between
S1 and S2 to trade off accuracy and runtime. Some possible examples are S2 = cS1 or S2 = S1 − c. We will refer
to the later as additive error.

3. Sampling and Inference in Log-linear
Models via MIPS
Our main contribution is a new approach for sampling and
inference in log-linear models based on solving a sequence
of MIPS randomly perturbed by Gumbel random variables.
In order to use log-linear models, it is often necessary to
provide samples from the model or to estimate Zθ−1 for
various values of θ. For example, samples can be used to
estimate an expectation for gradient descent (see equation
5) and Zθ−1 can be used for inference, such as model averaging (see equation 7).
Here we present a method to accomplish these tasks using
a combination of MIPS and Gumbel variables. As seen in
equation 12, we can use the argmax property of the Gumbel
(equation 11) to get t samples from the model.
Theorem 3.1. Using the previous notation, let
H = max{θ · φ(xi ) + Gi }
i

then e−H is an exponential variable with rate Zθ .

(15)
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Proof. From the maximum property of the Gumbel (equation 10), H has the same distribution as log(Zθ ) + G where
G is a Gumbel variable. Thus, if U is a uniform variable
on the unit interval,
H ∼ − log(− log(U )) + log(Zθ )

(16)

which implies
e−H ∼ − log(U )Zθ−1

(17)

Algorithm 1 MIPS-Gumbel Initialization
Input: data {φ(xi )}N
i=1 , t, k
for i = 1 to N do
for j = 1 to kt do
Sample Gumbel and save to Gi,j
end for
Set vi = (φ(xi ), {Gi,j }j )
end for
Create MIPS data structure M from {vi }N
i=1

which is an exponential random variable with rate Zθ .
Because of this theorem, e−H has mean Zθ−1 and variance
Zθ−2 . Thus, we can take t samples of e−H to estimate Zθ−1 .
One may wonder why such an estimate is necessary and
if there is another suitable estimate. We may observe that
E[H] = log(Zθ ) + γ where γ is the mean of a Gumbel, the
Euler-Mascheroni constant. From this, we might attempt
to to estimate Zθ−1 by exp(−(H − γ)) where H is the average of a sample of several H. While this is a consistent
estimator, it is not unbiased and has a asymptotic variance
of (π 2 /6)Zθ−2 which is π 2 /6 ≈ 1.645 times the variance
of our proposed estimator. Another estimate we might consider is eH . However, this won’t behave well as it does not
have a finite expectation.
3.1. MIPS Formulation
The key contribution of this work is to formulate this as a
MIPS problem. Denote vector concatenation by (·, ·). Intuitively, we can concatenate a series of k Gumbel variables to the end of the feature vectors and concatenate an
elementary vector to the end of the query to access just
one Gumbel variable at a time. Let, qj = (θ, ej ) and
vi = (φ(xi ), {Gi,j }j ) where j = 1..t and ej is the j th
elementary vector. If we define,
Sj = argmax qj · vi

(18)

i

Hj = max qj · vi
i

(19)

then {Sj }j are independent samples from the model and
{Hj }j can be used for a Monte Carlo estimate of the inverse partition function, as described above. Thus, our
query is qj and we perform preprocessing on V = {vi }i .
This method is effective in situations where the input data
X is fixed but we wish to perform sampling or inference for
various values of θ. In these cases, the preprocessing time
is amortized over the various values of θ and thus our inference and sampling have the time complexity of the query
time, which can be sub-linear for MIPS methods.
Intuitively, we reduce the problem of sampling and inference to a well-studied optimization problem (Ermon et al.,

Algorithm 2 MIPS-Gumbel t Samples
Input: MIPS data structure M , Parameters θ
Randomly choose subset J of size t from {1, .., kt}
Initialize S = ∅
for j in J do
qj = (θ, ej )
Query M with qj and add the argmax to S
end for
Return: S

2013a;b;c; Achlioptas & Jiang, 2015; Hsu et al., 2016).
Thus, for situations where the same X are used with various values of θ, we solve a similar optimization problem.
This opens up the problem to be solved by MIPS techniques. While the naive, standard method performs a computation on X for each value of θ, our method allows for
MIPS preprocessing to avoid wasting computation.
One thing to note about this method is that the estimates for
various θ will have the correct marginal distribution (with
respect to drawing the initial Gumbels) but will not be independent. In particular, there will be a dependence for very
similar or equal values of θ. It should be noted that samples obtained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods
are also typically not independent. In our case, this dependence can be mitigated by sampling kt sets of N Gumbels
(each set has one Gumbel for each state) instead of just t.
Then, use a random sample of t sets each time we wish to
perform sampling or inference. This works empirically as
shown in our experiments.
3.2. Algorithm
Our proposed approach has two phases. The first one is a
preprocessing or initialization phase, that sets up the appropriate data structures to later speed up a sequence of MIPS
queries. The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 1. This
algorithm only needs to be run once for input data X . The
sampling algorithm is shown as Algorithm 2. This returns t
independent samples, which, for instance, could be used to
estimate the expectation of φ(x). The inverse partition estimation algorithm is shown as Algorithm 3. This algorithm
returns a numerical estimate from averaging t samples.
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Algorithm 3 MIPS-Gumbel Inverse Partition Estimate
Input: MIPS data structure M , Parameters θ
Randomly choose subset J of size t from {1, .., kt}
Initialize S = ∅
for j in J do
qj = (θ, ej )
Query M with qj and save the max as Hj
add e−Hj to S
end for
P
s
Estimate = s∈S
t
Return: Estimate (Estimate for Zθ−1 )

mate using Gumbels and exact MIPS be Ẑ −1 and the estie−1 . Then,
mate with approximate MIPS be Z
e−1 ≤ ec Ẑ −1
Ẑ −1 ≤ Z

(20)

Thus, using an approximate MIPS method will not make
the estimate smaller but could increase it by up to a factor
of ec .
Theorem 3.4. For an approximate MIPS method with additive error c > 0, let the sample with the approximate
MIPS be ei. Then,
e−c Pθ (xk ) ≤ P (ei = k) ≤ ec Pθ (xk )

(21)

3.3. Analysis
3.3.1. RUNTIME
Theorem 3.2. Suppose we have a MIPS technique with
O(f (N )) query time. Then the MIPS reduction technique
can produce t exact samples from the model or estimate
the inverse partition function with t unbiased Monte Carlo
samples with known variance in O(f (N )t) time.
Proof. Once the data structure is built, to gain t samples
from the model or t Monte Carlo, we require querying
the MIPS data structure t times. Since each query takes
O(f (N )), the runtime is O(f (N )t). With exact MIPS, the
t samples are exact and the inverse partition function estimate is unbiased and has known variance.
Since t doesn’t increase with N , any sub-linear MIPS technique will improve the runtime for large N . As some examples, f (N ) = O(N ρ log(N )) for LSH methods, and
f (N ) = O(log N ) for spherical k-means hierarchical clustering. The space-partitioning in (Ram & Gray, 2012)
does not provide asymptotic runtime complexity but gives
speedups on empirical datasets between 2 and 20,000.
3.3.2. E FFECT OF A PPROXIMATE MIPS
There has been recent work in improving approximate
MIPS rather than exact MIPS. One way to do this is by
relying on Locality Sensitive Hashing (Shrivastava & Li,
2014; 2015; Ravichandran et al., 2005).
If an approximate MIPS technique has an additive error
guarantee (as is the case for LSH methods, see Theorem
2.1), we can prove bounds for how the error is propagated through our method. Suppose we have an approximate MIPS method that returns a vector with inner product
at most c less than the true maximum. Here, bounds are
shown regarding the partition function estimation and sampling probabilities.
Theorem 3.3. For an approximate MIPS method with additive error c > 0, let the inverse partition function esti-

Thus, sampling with an approximate MIPS method at most
affects the sampling probabilities by a factor of ec . The
proofs of these two theorems are in the appendix.

4. Experimental Results
The main purpose of our empirical evaluation is to demonstrate that our MIPS reduction using Gumbels (MRG)
doesn’t affect the accuracy of sampling or inference. We
show the results of the reduction on model averaging and
learning via gradient descent, two tasks introduced in the
Background section. We also show the empirical speedup
achieved using a particular MIPS technique.
We compare the results of the exact methods with the results of the MRG presented in this work for gradient descent and model averaging. We use naive exact MIPS as
the black box MIPS solver for MRG. The runtime depends
on the particular MIPS technique used. As noted in Section
3.3.1, we use O(f (N )t) time as opposed to O(N ) time for
each gradient computation or Monte Carlo estimate, where
f (N ) depends on the specific MIPS technique used. In the
case of approximate MIPS, f (N ) can be chosen to trade
off accuracy vs. computational cost, as in Theorem 2.1.
We emphasize that we can use any existing MIPS technique as a black box within our framework. To empirically
show an example of the speedup for one particular MIPS
technique, we run gradient descent with the hierarchical
spherical k-means (HSKM) approximate MIPS technique
(Auvolat et al., 2015).
4.1. Data
We use synthetic data and real data in these experiments.
The synthetic data was normally distributed with 200 dimensions and N=10,000 states.
The real data we use is the word2vec dataset, a word
embedding dataset released by Google (Mikolov et al.,
2013a;b). This dataset is made by generating tokens for
words and short phrases and then learning a probabilistic
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model to find vector embeddings. We used the Continuous
Bag of Words (CBOW) model which has an implicit log
linear model (Mikolov et al., 2013a). The log linear model
attempts to predict a word from the surrounding context
and the resulting embeddings can be used as a meaningful
featurization of the words. Our results are run on a dataset
with N = 681, 321 data points and 200 dimensions.
4.2. Model Averaging
For the model averaging task, we have the states X and a
fixed θ0 . We can compute the probabilities of the elements
of X according to the log-linear model using θ0 as the parameters (Equation 1). For this task, we wish to introduce
model uncertainty by averaging over a distribution of θ. In
this case, we use a normal distribution with mean θ0 .
The two methods we compare is a Monte Carlo estimate
using exact probabilities and a Monte Carlo estimate using our inference technique with our MIPS Reduction using Gumbels (MRG) using exact MIPS. We used 10,000
Monte Carlo samples. For the MIPS reduction, k = 5 and
t = 100. In general, a larger k will make the samples for
different θ less dependent and a larger t will decrease the
variance of the estimate.
We show that the two methods provide similar results in
our experiments, implying that our method is accurate. We
evaluate the techniques by plotting the ratio of the probability of the model averaging methods to the probability
computed without model averaging, i.e., evaluated using
the MAP parameter estimate θ0 . Ideally, we would like to
have similar ratios for the two methods (meaning that their
estimates are similar).
4.2.1. S YNTHETIC DATA
For the synthetic data, we sample θ0 in a random direction
from a normal distribution.
The results can be seen in Figure 1. To evaluate the performance on a mix of states with high and low probabilities,
results are shown for the 1st , 2nd , 3rd , 10th , 100th , and
1000th most likely states. We will refer to this as the probability ranking of the states. The probabilities of these points
without model averaging are in Table 3 in the Appendix.
The horizontal black line is the value without model averaging. To plot on the same axes, the probabilities for each
point were scaled to the value without model averaging. It
can be seen that the results of our MRG method closely
align to the exact method, and both give results different
from those without model averaging.

Figure 1. The estimated probabilities (as a ratio to the probability
w.r.t. MAP parameter estimate) for various elements of X in the
synthetic dataset using exact inference and inference with MRG.
The horizontal line is without model averaging and two standard
deviations are shown as error bars. Our MRG technique achieves
the same level of accuracy.

4.2.2. W ORD 2 VEC DATA
The results for the word2vec data were created in the same
way as in the synthetic data. See the resulting probability
ratios in Figure 2. Again, we see that our MRG method
matches the exact method, and that both are different from
the results without model averaging.
The θ0 was computed according to the implicit log-linear
model using the context of the sentence that was chosen beforehand for evaluation: ”it has survived the stresses
flight to put it through”. Intuitively, this is a probabilistic model for the word used to fill the gap. We show the
results for the five most likely words, and then powers of
ten, i.e. for the states (words) with probability ranking 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 10000. See Table 4
in the appendix for the probabilities of these states and the
corresponding word or short phrase.
4.3. Gradient Descent with word2vec Data
We also show the word2vec results for the gradient descent
algorithm. Each θ defines a probability distribution over
the words in the dataset using the word embeddings as the
features φ(x). The task is to maximize the likelihood of a
subset of words from a specific category, where a Gaussian
prior is put on the parameters. We achieve this by using
Equation 5 with an extra term for the Gaussian prior.
We compare the results of gradient descent with the exact
gradient and of gradient descent using samples from our
MIPS reduction. Ideally, the most likely words under the
learned model will be from the category. However, for a
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Method
Exact Gradient
MRG Method: Exact MIPS
MRG Method: HSKM MIPS
Mean Heuristic

# Mistakes
3
3
7
13

Log Prob.
-7.15
-7.18
-8.70
-8.91

Table 1. A table of the mistakes and posterior probability of the
specification words for the basketball category. We show the result of gradient descent with the exact method; gradient descent
with our MRG method, with exact MIPS and HSKM MIPS, and
the mean heuristic. We can see that our MRG method with exact
MIPS has similar results to the exact method. HSKM allows us to
trade off accuracy for speed in a principled way.

Figure 2. The estimated probabilities (as a ratio to the probability
w.r.t. MAP parameter estimate) for various output labels in the
word2vec dataset using the exact method and our MRG method.
The horizontal line is without model averaging and two standard
deviations are shown as error bars. Our MRG technique achieves
the same level of accuracy.

good evaluation of whether the MIPS reduction hurts the
accuracy, there needs to be a difference between solving
with the MLE and a naive method. Note that the mean of
the input words is a simple heuristic that works well in general, but fails in some cases. Such a case is the basketball
category, which can be confused with other sports. We use
this category and choose a number of basketball words that
can be found in the appendix in Table 5.
For this experiment, we also include results from using
the hierarchical spherical k-means algorithm (HSKM) (Auvolat et al., 2015) as the MIPS method. This is not meant
to give an exhaustive comparison of the MIPS techniques,
but rather show that speedups that are possible.
We compare the results of the mean heuristic to the exact
method and our MRG method, both with exact MIPS and
with HSKM. We computed the top 50 words from the four
methods and report the number of non-basketball mistakes
in Table 1. The full list of words can be seen in Table 6 and
Table 7 in the appendix. It can be seen that the heuristic
performs poorly while both exact and and our MRG with
exact MIPS work well. Introducing the approximate MIPS
technique adds error so that it yields results between the
exact and the mean heuristic.
As another comparison, the log posterior probability of the
data and parameters can also be seen in Table 1. Note
that a scaling constant was optimized for a fair comparison with the mean heuristic. We can see that our MRG
method with exact MIPS yields almost the same value as
the exact method, while the mean heuristic and our MRG
method with HSKM perform significantly worse.

Method
Exact Gradient
MRG Method: HSKM MIPS

Seconds per Iteration
4.7
0.73

Table 2. Runtime for each gradient descent iteration for exact
method and our MRG method using hierarchical spherical kmeans approximate MIPS.

Finally, we present the time per gradient iteration in Table
2 to show a 6X-7X speedup. The times are both for a single
core running in python. It should be noted that the HSKM
comes with around 10 minutes of preprocessing (that could
be amortized for multiple runs) and that the MRG iterations are slightly weaker since they are somewhat stochastic (highly dependent on gradient descent specifics). Even
when these effects are included for our experiment, the
MIPS reduction with HSKM is still faster.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we propose an novel way to reduce inference and sampling problems with large output spaces to
randomly perturbed MIPS. This method is particularly useful in settings where we wish to perform inference or sampling on a fixed set of states for various parameters.
Our method crucially relies on MIPS, a well studied problem with a number of efficient solutions that perform well
both in theory and practice. Our method thus provides a
way to take advantage of recent advances in algorithms for
MIPS to speed up sampling, partition function estimation,
model averaging, and training. Using approximate MIPS
techniques, we can trade off accuracy and speed in a principled way, thanks to our novel error analysis.
Future work will examine the how this method interacts
with various MIPS techniques. It would be important to
understand the tradeoffs between exact MIPS techniques,
LSH-based methods, and other approximate MIPS techniques through empirical evaluation.
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P (ei = k) ≥ P (log(Z − eak ) + G0 < ak + Gk − c)

6. Appendix
6.1. Proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4
Theorem 3.3. For an approximate MIPS method with additive error c > 0, let the inverse partition function estimate
using Gumbels and exact MIPS be Ẑ −1 and the estimate
with approximate MIPS be Ze−1 . Then,
e−1 ≤ ec Ẑ −1
Ẑ −1 ≤ Z

Rearranging terms,
P (ei = k) ≤ P (G0 − Gk < ak − log(Z − eak ) + c)
P (ei = k) ≥ P (G0 − Gk < ak − log(Z − eak ) − c)
Since the difference of two Gumbel distributions is a logistic distribution,

Proof. Let H be defined as before and let Ĥ be the corresponding value with the approximate method. Since the
approximate method has additive error c,
H − c ≤ Ĥ ≤ H
ec e−H ≥ e−Ĥ ≥ e−H
Using the notation from the theorem statement, Ẑ −1 =
e−H and Ze−1 = e−Ĥ . Thus,
ec Ẑ −1 ≥ Ze−1 ≥ Ẑ −1

Theorem 3.4. For an approximate MIPS method with additive error c > 0, let the sample with the approximate MIPS
be ei. Then,
e−c Pθ (xk ) ≤ P (ei = k) ≤ ec Pθ (xk )
Proof. Let ei be the maximum from the approximate MIPS.
For convenience, let ai = θ · φ(xi ). Let Gi be the corresponding Gumbel variables. Note that,
Pθ (xk ) = P (k = argmax aj + Gj )
j

Pθ (xk ) = P (ak + Gk > max aj + Gj )
j6=k

Let us examine the probability of sampling a particular k
with the approximate MIPS method.
P (ei = k) ≤ P (max aj + Gj − c < ak + Gk )
j6=k

P (ei = k) ≥ P (max aj + Gj < ak + Gk − c)
j6=k

The maximum has a distribution of log(Z−eak )+G0 where
G’ has a Gumbel distribution.
P (ei = k) ≤ P (log(Z − eak ) + G0 − c < ak + Gk )

P (ei = k) ≤

1
a
1 + e−(ak −log(Z−e k )+c)

P (ei = k) ≥

1
a
1 + e−(ak −log(Z−e k )−c)

And thus,
e−c

eak
eak
≤ P (ei = k) ≤ ec
Z
Z

e−c Pθ (xk ) ≤ P (ei = k) ≤ ec Pθ (xk )
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6.2. Tables
Here we present some tables from the experimental results
section. The tables with the probabilities without model averaging for the states that were presented in Section 4.2 are
shown as Table 3 and 4. The probabilities of the words generally make sense given that the model is a bag-of-wordslike model. The ”point b” may appear odd at first, but is
often used in conjunction with flights as in the context of
the phrase ”from point A to point B”.
The words used to train the basketball category in Section
4.3 can be seen in Table 5. The top 50 words for the generative models learned by the four different methods mentioned in Section 4.3 can be seen in Table 6 and 7. The
training words appear in black black, the other basketballrelated words appear in blue, and the non-basketballrelated words appear in red. The non-basketball-related
words are counted as mistakes.
For the HSKM method, we used p = 100 as a beam size
and b = 10 as a branching factor. We also used k = 1 and
t = 100.
Order
1
2
3
10
100
1000

Probability
0.5122
0.05799
0.02643
0.01056
6.632e-4
1.6336e-5

Table 3. Probabilities (without using model averaging) used for
synthetic model averaging inference

Basketball-related Words
hoop
shoot
basket
dribble
pass
three pointer
key
sideline
bench
court
coach
player
center
guard
Table 5. The basketball-related words used for training the basketball category for the gradient descent experiment

Order
1
2
3
4
5
10
100
1000
10000
100000

Word
point b
stresses
turbulence
ordeal
stress
important thing
formal training
gabby’s seat
garamba
joe hart vincent kompany

Probability
2.8917e-5
2.0855e-5
2.0143e-5
1.8597e-5
1.7599e-5
1.5307e-5
1.0142e-5
6.7475e-6
4.2853e-6
2.3600e-6

Table 4. Words and probabilities (without using model averaging)
for word2vec model averaging inference
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Exact Method
bench
sideline
dribble
guard
hoop
three pointer
ball
basket
layup
defender
loose ball
teammate
shot clock
jump shot
pointer
coach
timeout
dribbling
with seconds left
player
free throw
scrimmage
an ncaa college
shoot
teammates
receiver
shooting guard
pass
fast break
point guard
buzzer
yard line
dribbled
defenders
midfield
free throws
an nba basketball
assistant coach
referee
midcourt
locker room
perimeter
quickness
griner
scoring
playmaker
court
playmaking
jump shots
inbounds pass

MRG: Exact MIPS
sideline
dribble
bench
hoop
ball
three pointer
guard
basket
loose ball
layup
timeout
defender
shot clock
pointer
jump shot
an ncaa college
teammate
coach
free throw
dribbling
scrimmage
player
shoot
with seconds left
buzzer
teammates
receiver
pass
dribbled
shooting guard
fast break
yard line
midcourt
point guard
referee
an nba basketball
defenders
quickness
free throws
perimeter
griner
midfield
locker room
inbounds pass
assistant coach
jump shots
basketball
court
inbounded
forward

Table 6. Top 50 words according to models learned by gradient
descent with exact method and with our Gumbel reduction using exact MIPS. The training words are black, basketball-related
words are blue, and non-basketball-related words are red.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

MRG: HSKM MIPS
layup
three pointer
pointer
ball
loose ball
free throws
free throw
jump shot
two free throws
fast break
with seconds left
shot clock
timeout
puck
dribble
dunk
basket
dunks
layups
end zone
penalty area
an alley oop
three pointers
yard touchdown
jumper
driving layup
midfield
bench
field goal
backboard
reverse layup
yard line
technical foul
sideline
free throw line
dribbled
buzzer
scrimmage
an ncaa college
midcourt
foul
ump shots
an offensive rebound
th minute
with seconds remaining
short jumper
point guard
fouls
foul line
teammates

Mean Heuristic
layup
pointer
three pointer
ball
loose ball
free throws
end zone
with seconds left
yard touchdown
free throw
two free throws
an ncaa college
puck
jump shot
dunk
timeout
yard line
field goal
yard field goal
fast break
an alley oop
bench
sideline
yard touchdown pass
three pointers
basket
th minute
penalty area
dunks
midfield
scrimmage
dribble
shot clock
jumper
touchdown
technical foul
yard gain
yard pass
layups
driving layup
final seconds
with seconds remaining
reverse layup
teammate
free throw line
dribbled
an nba basketball
midcourt
yard run
teammates

Table 7. Top 50 words according to models learned by gradient
descent with our Gumbel reduction using HKSM and with the
mean heuristic. The training words are black, basketball-related
words are blue, and non-basketball-related words are red.

